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Abstract

'1W climte s1nu1atlore ~re ~rfonoo:i U9~ an abn~Ii:er1c gereral dror
lat:ion ~ developed at tle ~1cal :Pluld I>jnanics Laboratory. h m:xP.1
~loyed for t~ s1Jru]atiom ~ too sfectral ~tlm, 1n Vrld1 too 1:Drizon-
tal distri1:P..Jtiore of atJIDsIi:eric va~1es1 8]~e r~r~:e:i by a limitai ~r
of sprerical harnt:nics. In this St\x1y, tie 1~y-varyiI'6 distriM:foo of
irBolation at tle top of ~ at:JD)8Ii:ere ~9 plr~rl~, a1org with tle clinatD-
logical distriMiom of ~ surf~ t~n~:ure am ~ ice. 'ne a:¥:N CO\er
distributiore {R:oo\r.OO in tlese SimJlat::loD9 ~~re Cf:mIBrs! with satellite ob;er-
vatiDm. --Bct,:h ~rsiom of tle ~ ~ite a:¥:N ~ ,~ty sim11ar in extent
to t le 0 1se ~ 8nOt1 Co.'e r .

A number of studies have suggested th~Lt the fe,edback mechanism involving
tiUUW cuve't. albedo. and temperature is an j.mportant :factor in climatic change
(e.g.. Schneider and Dickinson, 1974). !htIS, it is reasonable that the real-
istic treatment of snow cover may be quite important in studies of CO2-induced
climate change using mathematical model:! ,of the e,arth's climate. The most
sophisticated of these models, the geners,l ,~ircu1ation models (GCHs). are cap-
able of simulating snow cover and its inter.!ctions with the atmospheric circu-lation. 

In such models, the proper represelrltation of the snow-albedo-tempera-
ture feedback mechanism requires reasonabJ.e agreement between the simulated
snow cover and rea1tiy. This study compllres the lirea and distribution of
Northern Hemisphere snow cover produced 'by a GCH wit:h observational data from
satellites.

The GCH used in this study was developed by S. Hanabe and his collabora-
tors at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory and is similar to that de-
scribed by Hanabe et a1. (1979) and Manabe and R<lhn (1981). The model is
global with realistic geography and topo~~raphy. Inl~olation at the top of the
atmosphere is prescribed as a function of !.eason, b'ut no diurnal variation is
included. Seasonally-varying sea surfa<:e t~mperat11]:'e and sea ice cover are
prescribed based on climatological data f],om Reynolds (1982), Walsh (1978),
Zwal1y et a1. (1983), and Alexander and Hob1ey (1976). Cloudiness is fixed
and depends only on latitude and height.. The mode:L uses a hydrologic budget
to predict soil moisture based on rainfaJ.l. snowmelt. evaporation. and runoff.
and computes snow cover based on snowfall. snowmelt. and sublimation.

For its dynamical computations. thE~ ~lodel uses the spectral method. in
which the horizontal distribution of atmospheric variables is represented by a
limited number of spherical harmonics. The model',. horizontal resolution is
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detennined by the number of sphericl.ll harmonics retained. This study Uses
GCMs with two different horizontal resolutions; the low resolution version 18
truncated at wavenumber 15 (corre:8pclnding grid size: 4.5. latitude x 7.S8
longitude) and the high resolution version at ~ravenumber 30 (2.258 latitude x
3.75. longitude). Nine finite-dif:ference levt!:Ls, extending from the surface
to approximately 25 mb, are used to rE~present I:he vertical distribution of the
atmospheric variables.

Both models are started from .in initial state consisting of a dry, iso-
thermal atmosphere at rest. A relatively tl110rt period of integration is
required for the models to reach it ~luasi-equjlJLibrium climate, since the sea
surface temperature distribution is p]:,escribed. The models are further inte-
grated to provide data for analysis.. This analysis period is nine model years
for the low resolution model and onJly one year 1:or the high resolution version
due to its greater computational requirements.

The most comprehensive set of o~servations of Northern Hemisphere snow
cover available for comparison with t:he model is the NOAA satellite-derived
snow cover data base (Matson and Wiesnet. 1981). A climatology of the season-
al variation of Northern Hemisphe],e snow cover area based on this data set
has been published by Dewey and HeiDt (1981). aDld mnthly maps of mean Northern
Hemisphere snow cover have been constructed b)r Robock (1980). Both of these
studies will be used as 'sources of observed sno..' cover data to which the model
snow cover distributions can be compared.

6 2Figure 1. Areal coverage of Northern Helmisphere snow cover (10 kIn ) from the low
resolution (solid line) and high reso1utlon climate simulations. The observed
snow cover area from the climatology of :Dewey and Heim (1981) is indicated by the
solid circles.
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The 8ea8onal variation of snow cover ~lrea produ.ced by both models Is
compared with observed data In Flg. 1. A lnodel gridpjolnt is considered to be
.now-covered if the water equivalent of the snow on the ground averages at
least 1 cm. Both the high and low resolution versions ,of the IDOdel 8imulate a
seasonal variation quite 8imilar to that obst!rved. 'J:'tle low resolution model
overestimates snow cover from November through Apri)l and underestimates it
from May through September. In contrast, the high rest:>:lution u.>del systemati-
cally underestimates snow cover area in pract:ically a.1l seasons. In compar-
ing the two resolutions with each other, thj! low re:Blolution IDOdel has more
.now cover in all but Bummer. Both versions produce .1 spring retreat of snow
cover that is too rapid.

The comparison of the geographical di:9tl~.ibutions of snow cover produced
by each of the GCMs with observations is IDade at two different times during
the seasonal cycle. February is representa1:ive of t1be seasonal maximum of

.snow cover, and May'illustrates the spring retreat phase of the seasonal
cycle. Maps of snow cover from both resolut:lon models: are compared with the
observed snow cover maps of Robock (1980) in Figs. 2 and 3.

During February, the low resolution model simulat,es spow cover which is
slightly too extensive, while the high resolution verslj.on has snow cover area
well below that observed. Over North Americ~t, the 1°" resolution simulation
is very close to reality, with the snowline at approxiInately 40oN. In the
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Figure 4. Latitude-time distributicln of the difference
between the climate model and obsen'ed zonal mean
surface air temperature (OC): (toll» low reso:L1l1tion model;
(bottom) high resolution model. nle observl~d data are
taken from the climatology of Crutcher and Meserve (1970).
The dashed lines represent the apprc~ximate so1Llthern limit
of snow cover from each model simuliltion.
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high resolution model too little snow covers t1~1! eastern two-thirds of the
continent. In western and central Europe both 1II:>4~e1s are very similar to the
observed snow cover, while a slight deficit of snow cover can be noted from
eastern Europe to the Caspian Sea reglotl south o:f 50.N. In Asia an excessive
amount of snow covers China between 3O-4:~.N in the low resolution D:>del. This
exce~s snow cover is the primary reason for t]rtl! D>del 's overestimation of
winter snow cover area. In the high reso1utiot1l simulation, only a slight
excess of snow occurs in western China,. The D:>:re patchy appearance of the
snow cover in the high resolution loode1 results from the short averaging
period as compared with the low resolution caS:E! (one February versus nine
Februaries). I'

Turning to the May maps (Fig. 3). both modE!]~s can be seen to underesti-
mate snow cover in the spring retreat se.!son. In North America. the area east
of Hudson Bay is free of snow in the DlOdel simulations in contrast to the snow
cover observed in this area. In bot1h I~odels snow cover is also absent from
much of high latitude Eurasia from Scand:lnavia along the coasts of the Barents
and lara Seas. while observations show this areSt to be snow covered. Better
agreement occurs along the Arctic coast of Siberia east of 90oE.

In a model as complicated as a GCMjl it can be difficult to ascertain the
causes of a particular deficiency in the model's climate simulation because of
the complex interactions that take pl~!ce. In th.e case of snow cover, sorting
out cause and effect can be particularl)' difficu:L1t. Its existence depends on
factors such as temper.ature, precipitation, and solar radiation, but once pre-
sent snow cover can influence each of thl~se factors. Despite this difficulty,
the strong association between temp4~rature and snow cover may allow some
insight to be gained into the systemat:ic errors in the simulatlua of-&lJu.
cover by studying the temperatures simuli!ted by the model.

Figure 4 is a latitude-time plot of' the dif:f,erence. between the simulated
and observed zonal mean surface air temperature o'~er Iand-:-~The observed tem-
peratures are taken from the Northern Hemisphere climatology of Crutcher and
Meserve (1970). Both models have a si1Elilar errC)1~ pattern, with temperatures
too warm at high latitudes and too co:ld in m!(ldle latitudes. In the high
resolution model, the region of excessivle warmth extends farther south than it
does in the low resolution version. Thlis is col1J9istent with the differences
in the snow cover simulated by the two ml~dels.

An approximate southern limit oJ: !lnOW cover (excluding regions of elc-
vated terrain) is indicated on each latitude-tj~a1e plot by the heavy dashedline. 

During the spring ret'reat of snow cover, both models are too warm at
the latitudes near the mean snow bound~lry. This is consistent with the too
rapid retreat of the snow cover in bot111 models. During the autumn expansion
of snow cover, the snow boundary OCCUpiE!S latitudles at which the models' tem-
peratures are close to or slightly cooler than ~olbserved. Although cause and
effect cannot be distinguished, the cclnsistent behavior of temperature and
snow cover suggests that the models treat the illllteraction between these cli-
matic variables in a reasonably reali!ltic manner.

In summary, both models are quite uuccessful in reproducing the seasonal
variation of snow cover area, with the low resolu,tlon version producing more
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snow than the high resolution model. )[n both mdl!:L simulations, the spring
retreat of snow cover occurs too rapidly. Errors inl the simulation of surface
air temperature are consistent with thOSE! involving snow cover.

Future efforts to validate climatE! DlOdels should continue to consider
snow cover by virtue of its importance In the cl:llnate system. The avail-
ability of the NOAA satellite-derived ,snow cover data set in digital form
should allow more detailed comparisons 'of observed snow cover frequency and
variability with model simulations.
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